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ISLAM: The Quick Guide for the Christian to Understanding Islam and Winning Muslims for Christ

Do you want to understand Islam, the fastest growing religion in the world, without being bogged

down in pages and pages of theology or apologetics? Do you need just the facts without substantial

bias? Look no further! This quick guide provides you the truth about Islam, Islamic groups, jihad,

terrorism and media suppression. With scriptural references from the Bible and the Koran, readers

can relate to and have solid understanding of the principles of Islam, as well as the practices and

customs that go along with it. Readers will quickly see, through the lenses of the Koranic texts, the

motivations and objectives of these. Not only will you come away with an understanding of the

basics of Islam, but you will better understand the Muslim mindset in regards to Christianity on

topics such as the Trinity, Jesus as God, Mary, the Second Coming of Christ, and Salvation. This

guide is also indispensable for those preparing to witness to and effectively pray for Muslims. You

will learn: â—• The major tenets of Islam â—• What â€œIslam is a religion of peaceâ€• really means

â—• The major religious figures of Islam â—• How lying is an approved religious form of cultural

jihad â—• How to read the Koran and use other major companion religious texts â—• What Muslims

are taught about the Bible and Biblical personages â—• How to witness to Muslims â—• The Islamic

view of women â—• â€¦and much, much more! Also included in this guide: â—• A chart of

comparison of beliefs for Islam and Christianity â—• A chart to aid in reading the Koran â—• Prayers

for Muslims and outreach ministries to Muslims â—• References where you can deepen your

understanding of Islam â—• â€¦and much, much, more! Prepare yourself well with this essential

guide to understanding Islam, witnessing to Muslims and praying for Muslims. Download your copy

today!
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The subtitle of the book says it all: â€œThe Quick Guide for the Christian to Understanding Islam

and Winning Muslims for Christ.â€•The book begins with the history of Islam followed by its

teachings, terrorists, Sharia Law, Practices, and the Koran. It continues with Muhammed [sic],

Women, Jihad, Jesus, Mary, the Trinity, and Satan, and moves on to Witnessing to Muslims,

prayers for Muslims and Christian outreach ministries, and a list of the twenty two Muslim countries

where the Gospel is forbidden.The book quotes parts of the Koran and other religious writings,

pointing out changes and contradictions, as well as places where it differs from Christian versions of

events. It all leads to the idea that Islam wants to take over the world. She compares it with

Christianity and states both religions look toward the final days.She provides a chart comparing the

two religions But the author provides reasons why she believes Christianity is the true religion and

that Christians should be witnessing to Muslims to get them to convert, even after acknowledging

that could be a fatal decision.What she blames the Muslims for is very similar to what the Christians

did to Muslims and during the Inquisition to Jews, though she doesnâ€™t mention that.The goal of

her proposal is identical to that of the Muslims except the religions have been reversed.And that is

chutzpah.This short book was a free  download..

This book has a good introduction. It promotes peace among muslims and other religion. It helps

make other people understand what Islam is really all about and specifically focusing on its culture

and political perspectives. This book has shared about Islam history, teachings, Pillars of Islam and

a lot more. The book has helped me widen my knowledge about Islam and changing my

perspective about this religion. I find this book interesting and a good book to be read by everyone.

This book deserves a five star!

I found the book ISLAM: The Quick Guide for the Christian to Understanding Islam and Winning



Muslims for Christ to be quite interesting and informative. I was looking for a book that would explain

Islam, and some of the associated radical groups. The book met the subjective well. I missed in the

title that one of the purposes of this book was "winning Muslims for Christ." I was more interested in

learning about Muslims then witnessing.

Each one of us has different religions that we worship and believe. Like me I was born a Christian

but still I do seek what other religion is and why it is different with mine. In this book I have learn

what Islam is and understand the common terms in this kind of religion. A quick guide that helped

me clarify some misinterpretations that I have heard from other people.

Very insightful guide in the Islamic culture. People don't know what Islam is and form opinions

without even knowing what Islam really is. If you want to know more about Islam, you have to read

this book. It's very well written and explains everything you need to know!

Enlightening read. Opened my eye to Islam and what it really is. You often going into things only

know part of what's going on and I can say I was guilty about that before checking this one out. Lots

of excellent information and insight throughout. Definitely worth a read. Well written.

It was very pleasure to know about Islam. This book had focus on Christianity to understand the

Islam and their religions. It was very interesting to know about their principles, culture, practices and

customs. There were many information and historical information which cleared my misconception

about Islam. Nice book

The information presented in this book is very respectfully done. It is presented from someone who

knows much of the Muslim practices so it is not designed to "slam" Islam, but to help Christians

better understand the teachings of the Koran and the history of Muhammad, Allah's messenger.

Insightful to say the least. An "easy" read and does not repeat itself on a variety of topics. I would

recommend this book at a good starting point for anyone who interested in learning something

about the Koran and Muslims.
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